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• Why should we limit carbon emissions?
• Why carbon pricing as a policy instrument?
• Complications with carbon pricing (and possible solutions)
Taxes (stick) versus subsidies (carrot)
o Carbon tax at what level?
o Carbon taxes are regressive
o Unstable source of government revenue?
o Carbon tax part of bigger policy package
• Conclusion and practical proposal
o

Why should we limit
carbon emissions?

Emissions GHG’s = external effect
• Externality: actions of economic agent have
impact on actions of other agents (without
compensating via market)
• External costs of burning fossil fuels are not
always fully reflected in market prices.
• Market price < marginal social cost
o
o
o

Resulting in market failure (social welfare loss)
Too much pollution
Too low price, and hence too much use, of goods that
require polluting input

• Classical solutions:
o
o

Emission standards
Internalizing externality in prices via emission tax
(A. Pigou 1930ies) or tradable permits.

Negative external effect: graphically
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Why carbon pricing as
a policy instrument?

Matter of efficiency
• How to distribute reduction efforts?
o

Reduction costs & options differ widely among sectors, technologies,
countries, …

• Static cost efficiency:
o

o
o

Intuitively: those that can reduce emissions at lower cost should bear
relatively more of the effort
Differentiate reduction efforts instead of equal suffering
The cheaper you can reach a target, the more ambitious you can be

• Dynamic cost efficiency:
o
o

Continuous incentive to improve compared to static standards
Incentive to invest in R&D

Broad consensus among academics
• Price instruments incentivize efficient allocation effort
o

o

Cost minimizing firms use unique price/tax as cut off in abatement
investment decisions
Low information cost for regulator

• Many economists advocate carbon pricing, left and right!
o

Run up to COP Paris 2015 petitions
• Petition Toulouse School Economics: Tirole*, …
• Editorials by Krugman*, Stiglitz*, Weitzman, Nordhaus, …

o

Mankiw, Feldstein and others(2017)
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/08/opinion/a-conservative-case-for-climate-action.html

o

Metcalf and other (2008)

And in financial / economic press

Even among oil and steel businesses

Complications with
carbon pricing (and
possible solutions)

Taxes versus subsidies
• Relative prices of technologies matter
o

carbon free versus carbon intensive

• Why not use carrot (subsidies) instead of stick (tax)?
o

Subsidizing renewables, electric vehicles, …

• But taxes and subsidies are NOT equivalent:
o

o

Subsidies implicitly stimulate underlying polluting activity
(electric vehicles and mobility, renewable energy and energy
efficiency, …)
Public finance: taxes yield revenue, subsidies drain public funds
(subsidies are paid from government budget that has been raised by
distortionary, i.e. labour taxes)

• Political feasibility and visibility matters of course

A carbon tax at what level?
• Pigou: tax should equal to marginal external cost
o

o

Social Cost of Carbon (SCC):
discounted sum of all future damages in all countries of the world of
emitting one ton of GHG today taking into account uncertainty
Very challenging to determine, wide range of estimates:
EPA: between 11 & 212$/ton CO2 & central estimate 39$/ton CO2

• Current market price of CO2 in EU ETS market?
o

Between 4 and 6 €/ton CO2 last year

• Implicit tax linked to a constraint on emissions?
o

Any emission target level implies an implicit price of carbon

• Be pragmatic:
o
o

Start at the low side and gradually increase over time
Close to ETS price aspirations for cost efficiency

EPA and the social cost of carbon
• Highly controversial issue in US currently.
Googling “EPA social cost carbon” yields:

• See also https://www.carbonbrief.org/qa-social-cost-carbon

Carbon tax is regressive
• Carbon taxes are regressive
o

o

Directly: budget share of energy
products is often higher for poorer
than for richer households
Indirectly: higher costs of goods that
are carbon intensive to produce (cost
pass through)

• But all other carbon policies are
regressive as well
o

Stricter insulation standards drive up
cost of renting/building

Carbon tax is regressive
• Different compensation schemes are possible but all face
an equity versus efficiency trade off
• Ex ante: tax exemption:
poorest households do not pay carbon levy
(difficult to manage, stigma, …)
• Ex post compensation:
o

o

Use part of carbon tax revenue to finance transfer or tax rebate
(see Metcalf’s and Mankiw’s proposals for US)
Use other part to stimulate economy (labour tax cut, double dividend)

• Crucial is not to dilute the incentive effect too much
o
o

Preferably lump sum, i.e. not linked to emission behaviour
Hence, no gasoline or gas oil cheques!

Carbon tax is unreliable source of government
funding
• Public finance reason to tax goods & services:
o

Tax goods with lower elasticity of demand relatively stronger
in order to minimize welfare cost of taxation (F. Ramsey)

• Many other externalities to tackle than climate change
• Road congestion, local air pollution, noise, …
• Different reasons to tax should be cumulated

• Indeed, if tax really starts to change behaviour, tax base is
eroded and might eventually evaporate
o

Same critique applies also to labour taxes to some extend

• And it will take several decades before revenues fall to zero
• Effect is mitigated by increasing tax rate over time

Carbon tax part of bigger policy package
• Need for long term green tax shift:
o
o

“Tax bads, not goods”
Remove implicit subsidies on carbon intensive goods/technologies,
tax exemptions, …
• Long standing OECD recommendation for Belgium
• See inventory in background document of Federal Services
• Company cars, fuels in agriculture and transport sector, heating fuels, …

• Incentives should be realligned:
o

o

Example: house owner and renter face little incentive to improve
energy efficiency of house
New business models based on services might help
• Energy service companies (ESCO’s)

• Carbon taxes reinforces other climate policies
o

Returns of energy efficiency investment improves

Conclusion and practical proposal
• Big consensus among academic economists: carbon
pricing preferred over other regulatory instruments
• Practical proposal:
o

Start with low rate (40€/ton CO2) and build up (70 €/ton CO2)
• Long term commitment and time consistency crucial!
• Remove exemptions and hidden carbon subsidies
• Carbon tax on top of many other good reasons to tax fossil fuels

o

Use x% of carbon tax revenues to soften regressive impact
• Give ex post tax rebate of y €/year to lowest income households

o

Use (1-x)% of revenues to lower labour taxation
• Aiming for double dividend

o

o

Coordinate tax policy on EU level for sectors facing strong
international competition
Other market failure need to be tackled
• information asymmetries, …
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